ABOUT US

Nowadays there are many aspects in the world of motorsport, without which it is practically impossible to run your sportscar round a race circuit. Before such cars are admitted to the circuit, you must refuel it, fit racing tires, start it by the use of an auxiliary battery and carry out many other steps. Our company, CASELINER s.r.o., is the manufacturer and distributor of specialised equipment for the sphere of motorsport, where it is professionally called the PIT EQUIPMENT.

It is a set of many equipment pieces consisting of various task transport trolleys, as well as FLIGHT CASE transport boxes and some stands for the team management, in the place, where the control towing device of wheels, UMP DEPOT, is located. There we are equipped with pumped towing equipment, modular flooring systems, team stands and various types of lighting systems. Speaking of refueling, our products are manufactured strictly according to the regulations of FIA, ACO or USCC. This includes a complete refueling rig and other pit equipment, as well as refueling equipment and DINO PAOLI tools. At any rate, you can find the whole list as well as engineering solutions in our web presentation.

Our direct manufacturing processes use the latest technologies. We weld stainless and aluminium materials or use water-jet or laser cutting. FORMAT4 is the latest CNC centre supplied by an Austrian manufacturer and used for machining of materials. The whole manufacturing process is managed according to the AROP (a system for production planning and controlling). We are constantly concerned about the impacts on the environment. Our products are user-friendly with uncompromising requirements for quality, low transport weight and long service life. We are capable of supplying both standard and custom-made equipment according to your requirements.

You can find our products at our exclusive partners worldwide. Our SHOW ROOMS in Prague, the Czech Republic, and in Lafayette, NJ, USA can offer to you an integral range of our products. Do not hesitate to contact us; we are prepared to make for you a complex offer, including CAD visualisations and proposals reflecting your concept from the customer’s side.

You can meet us in various top racing series, such as WEC, 24 LEMANS, BLANCPAIN, USCC, WTCC, SBK and many other national competitions worldwide. We regularly participate in international motorsport shows such as AUTOSPORT PROFESSIONAL in Birmingham (UK), MOTORSPORT PROFESSIONAL in Cologne, Germany and PROFESSIONAL RACING INDUSTRY in Indianapolis (USA).

In the racing season, we are together with you on racetracks, where we offer our products: Racing Service & Rental Service. We participate regularly in the amazing races of the 24 Hours of Le Mans, the 24 Hours of Spa as well as in various other national and international competitions. We are regularly participating in international motorsport shows such as AUTOSPORT PROFESSIONAL, in Birmingham (UK), MOTORSPORT PROFESSIONAL, in Cologne, Germany and PROFESSIONAL RACING INDUSTRY in Indianapolis (USA).

WE HELP YOU WIN!!
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THE CASELINER Catalogue was written by the CASELINER Marketing Department. All rights reserved.

THE CASELINER is registered with trademark USA, Reg. N. 4,676,996 / Serial N. 79-142,034
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CLUB EQUIPMENT

/ can’t get more simple than this…

TYRES TROLLEY SEBRING

New series of price-friendly metal transport trolleys for tyres transport.

- Wheels: 125mm / 4,92”
- High: 800mm / 31,49”
- Depth: 610mm / 24,01”
- Weight: 10.6Kg / 23,35 lbs

TYRES TROLLEY INDY

Elegant metal double wheels construction. Excellent for any type of racing or tyre service.

- Steel material / color RAL 9006
- Wheels: 400mm / 15,74”
- Height: 1450mm / 57,08”
- Width: 610mm / 24,01”
- Weight: 37,9Kg / 83,5 lbs

BATTERY TROLLEY

For gel or standard battery.

- Wheels: 125mm / 4,92”
- Weight: 15Kg / 33,05 lbs

BOTTLE TROLLEY

For small pressure bottles 15,18 or 20L.

- Wheels: 125mm / 4,92”
- Weight: 13,3Kg / 29,35 lbs

CD / DVD / USB STORAGE

• USB 2.0 port
• Capacity: 500 Go
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FLIGHT CASES

Our goal is high quality transport cases with long lifetime, high torsional rigidity and modern design. All the boxes are made to measurement according to your request at professional level, as it is our standard. All flight cases are recommended for various applications in catering, flight cases for driver equipment (helmets, dryers, radios), tools and equipment (weights, geometry, lasers, turntable) etc. On your demand we’ll do the calculations for boxes with specifications according to your request.

PC-TELEMETRY CASE

For PC / TELEMETRY is usable at different branches. Very popular flight case for drivers and engineers. PC-TELEMETRY CASE can be used in garages for uses in public transport, houses, hotels, cars or other places. PC-TELEMETRY CASE, PC-TELEMETRY MINI and PC-TELEMETRY BIGGER can be used for transport and storage of various objects.

- Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x 850 mm (1000 mm / 39.37” with wheels)
- Material: 9 mm / 0.35” black plywood
- 3x inner drawers for notebooks, printers, etc...
- 2x drawers
- Wheels for transport

TOOLBOX MINI

Is a special transport flight case for personal tool, the flight case include 2 x upper are modular dividable. Recommended for rally mechanics.

- Dimensions: 500 x 370 x 200 mm / 19.68” x 14.56” x 7.87”
- Material: 9 mm / 0.35” black plywood
- Holder for tools

UNICASE PRO

This flight case has a full open upper lid, the space inside can be dividable by side partitions or empty. Please choice your accessories - 100mm, inner modular panels, rubber feet or color design.

- Type 60 / 600 x 600 x 600 mm / 23.62” x 23.62” x 23.62”
- Type 90 / 900 x 600 x 600 mm / 35.43” x 23.62” x 23.62”
- Type 120 / 1200 x 600 x 600 mm / 47.24” x 23.62” x 23.62”
- Material: 9 mm / 0.35” black plywood

TOOLBOX BIGGER

Is a special transport flight case for tools and spare parts, this flight case include 8 x PVC boxes and 4 x drawers - 2 x upper are modular dividable.

- Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x 1080 mm / 47.24” x 23.62” x 42.51”
- Material: 9 mm / 0.35” black plywood
- 5x drawers (1x modular)
- 8x PVC boxes

TOOLBOX DOUBLE

Is a special transport flight case for tools and spare parts, consist of two cases and working plate with measurements 2000 x 550 mm / 78.74” x 21.65”, this will form a working space.

- Work plate 2000 x 550 mm / 78.74” x 21.65”
- As specifications TOOLBOX CLASSIC

TOOLBOX

Is a special transport flight case for tools and spare parts, including one upper drawer modular dividable.

- Dimensions: 600 x 600 x 950 mm / 23.62” x 23.62” x 37.40”
- Material: 9 mm / 0.35” black plywood
- 5x drawers (1x modular)
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TYRE TROLLEY PRO160
High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport and storage of tyres. Optional towing bracket and attachment are available.

- wheels: 160 mm / 6,29"
- max. load: 900 kg / 1984,16 lb
- outer high: 1500 mm / 59,05"
- outer depth: 650 mm / 25,59"

TYRE TROLLEY FORMULA
High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport of tyres. Folding plate.

- 2 wheels: 200 mm / 7,87"
- folding handle
- outer high: 1400 mm / 55,11"

TYRE TROLLEY HEATING
Folding trolley made from stainless steel designed to prepare the tyres with warm up quilts.

- 4 wheels: 80 mm / 3,14"
- folding plate with quick release

HEATER B70CED
Extremely easy portable heater. Transport and holder flight case for heater devices B70CED.

WHEEL BATH SINGLE
It is ideal for cleaning and preparing the tyres. It is fitted with two pairs of bearing rollers for easy rotation of the wheels during cleaning.

- material: stainless steel
- removable legs, one adjustable leg
- four stabilising safety steps

WHEEL BATH DOUBLE
It is ideal for cleaning and preparing the tyres. It is fitted with two pairs of bearing rollers for easy rotation of the wheels during cleaning.

- material: stainless steel
- removable legs, one adjustable leg
- four stabilising safety steps

TYRE BOARD-DOLLY
Special plate for stocking wheels and tyres.

- stainless steel
- anti-slip rubber wheel guard
- one adjustable safety step

TYRE TROLLEY PRO108
High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport and storage of tyres. Optional towing bracket and attachment are available.

- wheels: 160 mm / 6,29"
- max. load: 900 kg / 1984,16 lb
- outer high: 1500 mm / 59,05"
- self-levelling feet: 1500 mm / 59,05"
- outer depth: 650 mm / 25,59"
- horizontal beams: 1300 or 1500 mm inner / 51,18" or 59,05"

TYRE HEATER RACK
Designed for endurance racing. Tyre heater rack can pre-heat up to three sets of tyres. It can be demounted in two sections with a strong PVC silver/thermo awning.

- full demountable
- 2000 mm width (78,74"
- 2000 mm high (78,74"
- 1000 mm depth (39,37"

TYRE HEATER RACK ENDURANCE
Designed for endurance racing. Tyre heater rack can pre-heat up to three sets of tyres. It can be demounted in two sections with a strong PVC silver/thermo awning.

- full demountable
- 2000 mm width (78,74"
- 2000 mm high (78,74"
- 1000 mm depth (39,37"

TYRE BOARD
Special plate for stocking wheels and tyres.

- stainless steel
- anti-slip rubber wheel guard
- one adjustable safety step

TYRE TROLLEY FORMULA
High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport of tyres.

- 2 wheels: 200 mm / 7,87"
- folding handle
- outer high: 1400 mm / 55,11"

TYRE TROLLEY INDY
High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport of tyres.

- 2 wheels: 200 mm / 7,87"
- folding handle
- outer high: 1400 mm / 55,11"
I always wanted a garage like this…

We offer complete air equipment DINO PAOLI for your team. Dino Paoli S.r.l. was established in 1968 as specialized makers of pneumatic impact wrenches and accessories.
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**RACEFLOOR**
For all your racing flooring needs. The tiles are easy to install due to an ingenious snap-in system. They have been developed to be used on any flat base, both indoors and outdoors and they are UV-stable.

- Size: 40 x 40 x 1.8 cm / 15.74" x 15.74" x 0.7"
- Weight: 552 gram / 1.21 lb
- Compressive strength: 5120 psi

**TOOLBOX ECO ETB6**
New series of workshop furniture ECO SERIES bring opportunity to equip your workshop for lower price, but in the same time high quality of workmanship.

**GANTRIES**
Our own production CASELINER is available in three versions BI-SYSTEM, TRI-SYSTEM and QUATTRO-SYSTEM, in 50mm. The auxiliary parts for lifting any equipment are couplings CELL.

- Material: alloy EN - AW 6068 T6
- Quick lock connection
- Color: natural silver

**WALLING SET 210-5**
Is an aluminum profile system, suitable for creating screens in the boxes, stalls and presentation modules. Easy connection using locks, variability and time-saving assembly - these are the main advantages of this system.

- One set / 2100x990mm / 82.67" x 38.97"
- White panel, 4mm / 0.15"

**AIR JACK**
Standard air jack for formula and single seater cars. In order to adapt your special attachments for your vehicle.

- Load capacity: 500kg / 1102.31 lb
- Working pressure: 6-10 bar / 87-145 psi

**BOTTLE TROLLEY DINO**
For small pressure bottles diam. 186 to 204mm with holder for DINO PAOLI air regulators.

**MECHANICS CHAIR**
Stainless steel mechanics chair with 4 wheels and tools area.

**BOTTLE TROLLEY SINGLE**
For small pressure bottles 15 or 18L, diam. 186 to 204mm.

**BOTTLE TROLLEY DOUBLE**
For two small pressure bottles 15 or 18L, diam. 186 to 204mm.

**WALLING CASE 50/210**
We offer also special WALLING FLIGHT CASE for 50 sets of frames and panels 2100x990mm (82.67" x 38.97")
SEAMLESS WALLING

irresistible beauty...

Our directly produced walling is a special seamless surface panels system. Elegant design, the possibility of full-area printing, easy connection with locks, variability and time-saving assembly - these are the main advantages of this system. On your request we will prepare a complete project.
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MAGSEAM SEAMLESS WALLING

Our directly produced walling is a special seamless surface panels system. Elegant design, the possibility of full-area printing, easy connection with locks, variability and time-saving assembly - these are the main advantages of this system. On your request we will prepare a complete project.

frame + panel 2050x990mm / 80,70”x38,97”
13kg weight / 28,66 lb
magnetic panel system
aluminium composite panel 3mm
white glossy standard / black glossy on demand
adjustable feet

Options:
- transport flight case
- insert TV monitors
- insert helmet cabinet + fun option
- insert windows
- modular profiles, etc.
- cut advertising

POWERHOOD S200C

Special POWERHOOD S200 is made for lighting in the race boxes, lighting over the race car, motorbike or in the workshops. GFK construction, high luminosity together with a practical and elegant.

2000x1000x140mm / 78,74” x 39,37” x 5,51”
luminosity 20000 lm
regulation of luminosity 35%, 65% or 100%
88-132V or 176-264V selected by switch
4x corner sockets following national specification
Is possible to be equipped with air distribution following customer request and specifications. We also supply flight case.

Visual material may not correspond with text description, these are illustration images, or product photos with accessories.
PIT TROLLEY ENDURANCE

PIT ‘TROLLEY ENDURANCE’ is all new conception with elegant solution specially designed for refuelling area, including practical entry doors to each sections:

- aluminum construction

- 2080x1080x1100mm (at. FIA reg.) / 81,88”x 42,51”x 43,30”
- holder or PAOLI RGPRSF 1,2,4 regulators (other on demand)
- standard white color RAL 9010

RF200 REFUELLING RIG

Refuelling rig RF200 for a fast refill during endurance races with a capacity of 200 L / 52,83 gal according to the FIA AP . “J”, 252-7 or ACO 2013 and restrictions, closing valves DEADMAN with a recurrent spring and airing system.

- We offer a full range of accessories for refueling. (Hoses, couplings, weighing systems, fuel valves PP20, DUMP CAN, range STAUDLI, and more.)

- FIA restrictor choice FIA 33mm/1,29” or ACO 28mm/1,10”
- cover cap for additional electronic fuel gauge condition
- 2x DASH06 fitting for mechanical measurement fuel system

ROTARY SUBSIDIARY BOOM

Special ROTARY SUBSIDIARY BOOM supporting air hose. 360° rotation. Suitable for racing type as WEC, ALMS, ELMC, FIA GT1, BLANCPLAIN series…

- stainless steel
- 4000mm / 157,48”
- 360 ° rotary air piping

PIT TROLLEY FIA

The whole refuelling system is suitable for refueling, storage, and air handling, quick-open cover, fuel valves KAMLOK COUPLING, tank hoses by PIT STOP area. Trolley has many of storage areas, including practical entry doors to each sections.

- aluminum construction

- 2080x1080x1100mm (at. FIA reg.) / 81,88”x 42,51”x 43,30”
- standard white color RAL 9010

REFUELLING SYSTEM BR-200

The innovative high-speed refueling system for fueling and air filling using high-pressure pumps. Suitable for endurance races. The system consists of the fuel pump head, the pump, and the control system. The fuel pump head is designed for optimal fuel flow and is constructed of high-quality materials. The control system enables precise and efficient refueling.

- pump flow 32 liters/minute
- tank capacity 130 or 200liters
- weight 115kg
- battery spec. 12 VDC
- external charge 10Ah

REFUELLING BOTTLE TROLLEY GT

25 L refueling bottle with valve STAUBLI. We also offer purposefully designed bottle holder, which is possible to use it as transport trolley.

REFUELLING BOTTLE TROLLEY CL

25 L refueling bottle with valve SINGLE 2”. We also offer purposefully designed bottle holder, which is possible to use it as transport trolley.

REFUELLING BOTTLE TROLLEY PRO

The refueling bottle in the bottle holder for easy and fast refueling. The holder is designed for efficient and safe storage of the refueling bottle during the race.

- 25 L refueling bottle
- holder or PAOLI RGPRSF 1,2,4 regulators (other on demand)
- standard white color RAL 9010
PIT PERCHES

mission control...

PIT PERCH FORMULA

Stainless steel construction, textile roof and side walls with zipper system. It is extremely fast to set up into 10 minutes. One shelf inside provides support for laptops and monitors. The roof and side parts are fully separable and can be used up to three variants of using side parts. PIT PERCH can be supplied as a basic module with a special bag or with platform and transport box FLIGHT CASE type, which includes rotating CHAIRS.

- width 2000 mm / 78.74"
- depth roof 1200 mm / 47.24"
- height 2200 mm / 86.61"
- weather protection / AATCC - 22 Spray test
- top quality zipper system
- basic color black

TV/LCD MONITOR CASE

Transport and protection of TVs/LCD. The front panel can be fully opened and it is ideal for TVs with a size up to 65". It includes rotating platform. TV are not included. The TV can be opened from both sides and TV are not included.

- 9 mm plywood / 0.35” black plywood
- TV and electric main / splitter LED/DBV-T and hanging system are not included in price.

LEAD TIMING BOARD

Electronic LED timing panel, which is intended to show information to the drivers, which are passing through the pit area. High intensity lights, excellent visibility during high speed drive, many effects, warning functions, text and image displaying. Simple software with a large number of language versions. It is the most usable for endurance races as 24 LeMans, ALMS, WEC, VLN Series, 24SPA and many other race series.

- LED diodes / highlight, visible in direct sunlight
- front antireflection Plexiglas
- very lightweight aluminum construction with protection IP67
- dimensions 1000x700x80mm / 39.37” x 27.55” x 3.14”
- weight 17 kg / 37.47 lb
- ALMS regulation dimensions
- communication via ETHERNET RJ45 cable or BLUETOOTH II (100m)
- automatic voltage regulator sensitive input 100V or 230V

PIT PERCH ULTIMATE II

Stainless steel construction, textile roof and side walls with zipper system. It is extremely fast to set up into 10 minutes. One shelf inside provides support for laptops and monitors. The roof and side parts are fully separable and can be used up to three variants of using side parts. PIT PERCH can be supplied as a basic module with a special bag or with platform and transport box FLIGHT CASE type, which includes rotating CHAIRS.

- width 2250 mm / 88.58"
- weather protection / AATCC - 22 Spray test
- top quality zipper system
- basic color black
MECHANIC & VIP AREA

when you have time for break and coffee...

BELT BARRIER
Mechanism equipped with centrifugal belt-breaking system. Belt length is 2,3 m and it’s available in colors black, grey, blue or red. Options are bags, printing and transport flight cases.

- Height 1000 mm / 39,37”
- Belt length 2,3 m / 90,55”
- Total weight approx. 12 kg / 26,45 lb

BELT BARRIER FLIGHT CASE BBFC
Special protective and transport flight case for 12 PCs BELT BARRIERS CLASSIC.

PIPE BARRIER
Made from stainless steel and are dedicated for exclusive area marking for the teams, backstage or VIP area. Advantage is full surface with possibility to use it for advertising or other graphic design elements.

- Height 1100 mm / 3,60 ft
- Length 1600 mm / 5,24 ft

CATERING BASIC
Mobile CATERING CASE BASIC is including shelves, sink with outlet water drain, plate, ice box. Optimal for smaller teams.

- 1200 x 700 x 1100 mm / 47,24” x 27,55” x 43,30”
- 3x drawers w. permanent files
- Ice box - fridge 40L / 10,56 gal
- Electric double hot-plate
- Sink + water heater + waste

BAVERAGE CATERING
Baverage box with a refrigerator for chilling drinks. The right side is space for supplies, glass and other materials.

- 1500 x 600 x 1080 mm
- Double sliding doors fridge

RACELINER RL 3-3
Frames of our tents are made from quality aluminum. Frames are assembled with screw-bolts, which enables a quick exchange of damaged parts. The module system enables connecting tents via connectors. Material can be imprinted. Canopies come in a wide range of dimensions.

VIP FOLDING CHAIR
Folding chair, steel frame, seat quality PVC table desk.

VIP FOLDING TABLE
Folding table, steel frame, quality composite PVC table desk.

BAR FOLDING TABLE
Folding bar high table, steel frame, quality composite PVC table deck.

VIP FOLDING TABLE
Folding table, steel frame, quality composite PVC table desk.

BELT BARRIER | BELT BARRIER FLIGHT CASES | PIPE BARRIER | PIPE BARRIER FLIGHT CASE
RACELINER CANOPY | CLUBLINER CANOPY | CATERING CASE BASIC | CATERING CASE VIP
BAVERAGE CASE | CUSTOM CATERING CASE | VIP FOLDING CHAIR | VIP FOLDING TABLE
BAR FOLDING TABLE | CABLE CROSSOVER
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CASELINER s.r.o.
Nad Jezerem 568
252 42 Vestec
Czech Republic
Cell: +420 724 728 478
Phone: +420 244 463 151
E-mail: info@caseliner.eu
Web: www.caseliner.eu

CASELINER America, LLC
154 Meadows Road
Lafayette, NJ 07848
USA
Cell: +1 201-390-5982
E-mail: info@caseliner.us
Web: www.caseliner.us